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The Work of the Church isn’t
done yet.
-ROBYN PAUL
First Words
by Ernest

Paul

W

e live in a prophetic age.
We are in an era of
increasing revelation. The
Lord very often gives us revelations
but we have not always been
faithful to steward these
revelations well, whether in terms
of sharing them with others or of
responding appropriately to the
specific revelation. In fact many
people even doubt that these
experiences are from God. The
result is that in time the fountain of
revelation would dry up in such
people's life. In the Kingdom of God
things multiply when we give them
away. And when we are faithful with
the little we are given we get more.
In this Social-media-era everyone
seems to have found his voice and
so the tendency is to talk, talk, talk,
rather than listen, listen, listen. So
most times when we receive words
from God, and when we post or
publish prophetic words rather than
meditating on them and/or acting
on them we just make comments
we say 'amen', or 'rev' or 'true
word' and then we pass on and
move on to the next story. This is
not good enough. God gives us
revelation to help us, to guide us, to
save us. But unless we pay
attention to them, unless we
actually STOP, and pay heed to
what God is saying we would not
profit from His intervention. Please
ponder these words and thereafter
act as the Holy Spirit leads you.

O

n the eve of the inauguration of the President-elect, Gen.
Mohammadu Buhari I had a prophetic dream which might be
considered a sequel to the prophetic experience I had after

Buhari was announced as the winner of the presidential elections last
month (this experience was narrated in the last edition of Seer Monthly).
In that encounter two very stern looking angelic beings, came to me. At
first I was afraid when I saw them. They were here on
assignment, and I was told that the work of the church
was just beginning. The understanding was that it is too
early for us to rest on our oars. Winning the election
was only part of the job.
In my recent dream I found myself in the
presidential villa, doing a lot of things for the new
Continued on page 2

Stand Against the Homosexual
devil
-TUNDE ALLI-BALOGUN

O

n the 18th of May, 2015, I had a dream, I and a brother were
looking for a place to pass the night, and eventually saw my
university hostel nearby, and so we went there

to spend the night. I was asking the Hostel warden if
there was a vacant room to stay in, they checked and
they got us a room which was not totally occupied, so we
agreed to stay there, but they gave a warning that we
shouldn't interact with the roommates because they
were gay and if they raped us or something, they
Continued on page 2
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president, organizing and generally making sure that

wouldn't be able to do anything about it. So we

everything was in order for the inauguration the

thought it wise that rather than endangering our

following morning. When my job was done I opened

lives why not look for a better place to spend the

the door to leave and just as I stepped out I was

night. We left the place and on our way up the hill,

accosted by three hefty, dark, sinister-looking men.

we saw a man (which I perceive in the dream to be

Boy, were they huge! I knew at once that they were

an angel) crying bitterly, and was saying that we've

demonic forces, dark sinister forces. They said so I

overlooked the issue of homosexuality and now it's

have been helping the president right? They would

widespread and everywhere, immediately a picture

deal with me. I knew they were going to harm me

flashed into my mind in the dream of homosexuality

and I knew there was nothing in the world that could

being legalized and forced on people, and the people

deliver me out of their hands; there was nowhere I

who rejected it were either killed or raped, then I

could run to for they were right in front of me. In that

woke up. I was sharing this experience with a sister

instant I lifted my eyes to God and asked Him to help

and she had a similar dream that same night about

me. My heart really connected with God and in a flash

homosexuality in the church as well.

I found myself ascending the walls of a building. I

So, we engaged in prayer and I perceive that

can't tell what happened. When I snapped out of the

the Lord would have us (the church) stand against

experience I was still feeling horrified. Just then I

this foul spirit called Homosexuality and push it out

knew that there are very wicked forces determined

completely...

to maintain the status quo, who did not want
CHANGE to happen in Nigeria, who would fight
against

anyone

trying

to

help

the

cause.

Pray Against the Spirit of Deception in the
Church

Furthermore, the expectation people have from the

In another dream, I saw a man who had an

president is too much, and unless the church rises up

affair with a lady not married but they were having

to police the spirit realm and govern with him in the

sexual relations and later the guy dumped her, and

spirit he would be swarmed.

left her miserable. After that incident this same guy
wanted to and in fact got into another relationship

Fervent prayer is not about praying with great

with a friend of mine (a lady). I was trying to warn

intensity; rather it is about maintaining the intensity

her of his intentions towards her but she was too

or passion we started with until we see the desired

involved with him to even believe me, this dream

result. The church prayed with so much passion

repeated itself twice with similar intentions. While

during the elections. That passion must not diminish.

praying to understand what this dream meant I

Our task is far from being over.

heard these words: “pray against the spirit of
deception in the church”...

first two camps were making jest of them.
Eventually the D-day came and Christians were

Prepare for the Coming
Attack.
-KEHINDE OJOAWO

maimed and killed mercilessly, the only people that
were preserved in ABU were the prepared Christians
who gave themselves to the Word and prayers, and
it was impossible for others to join them. They were

O

n the 25th of April

in one hostel and every attempt to set the hostel

2015, I had a dream

ablaze was futile.

which was about what

is to come. In the dream, I saw
a meeting holding in Ahmadu

The Governing,Daniel
Church
-OLUWAFEMI BELLO

Bello University, Zaria where
the sons of the bond woman
were planning to launch a
series of attacks on the nation. The plan was to

The plan was in stages:

O

Stage 1 RECRUITMENT: This first stage is a subtle

Ajimobi of Oyo state in

style of persuasion and alluring through money, this

my dream. They both

exercise was being carried out in an aggressive

looked disturbed after

manner with a consciousness that the time was

deliberating

short.

certain challenge that their administration was

Stage 2 INDOCTRINATION AND TRAINING: It

faced with. Then I saw this young Kingdom believer,

is in this stage that we will see the reason others

He had so much light and understanding about

must be killed in failing to yield to Islam. It is in

governance and administrative issues. He wasn't

training that they learn the use of weaponries and

willing to show off himself. I noticed that He was

how to manufacture same.

careful

Stage 3 ASSAULT/ ATTACK: This was the final

addressing a superior well. Afterward, He brought

stage of attacking and killing of non-Muslims.

forth counsel. President Buhari was totally amazed

As the dream continued, I saw three camps of

by the combination of wisdom and character. I sense

Christians, the information about the impending

we are in the days of the Daniel church (i.e. a church

attack by the sons of the bond woman came to all the

that governs with kings through the wisdom and

camps.The first camp was saying it cannot happen,

favour of God)

cause chaos in Nigeria and it was going to spread
from ABU to other campuses especially in the south.

n Monday 4th
May, I saw
G e n e r a l

Buhari and Governor

to

on

a

observe

the

protocols

related

to

because of the personality of the new president, and
they continued with their normal routine of reading
and playing.

Spotlight on Mugabe
On the 15th of March 2015, I woke up from a

The second camp received the information and

dream. An experience where an audible voice was

started looking for a means of securing weapons to

calling Robert Mugabe. I sense the spotlight of God

fight, they were preparing for self-defence.

on Him. I sense peculiar, divine interest in

While the third camp was moving from hostel to

Zimbabwe. The sceptre of this ruler will soon be

hostel to mobilise Christians for prayers and bible

broken and Zimbabwe will be free! Amen.

studies, I observed there was a low turnout while the

A Lesson From The Fathers
I

sense

opportunities

God

for

the

will

soon

younger

start

creating

generation

to

University of Ibadan (U.I.)
Prays Part 2.

interface with the fathers of the Pentecostal move.

-LAWRENCE OYOR

Whether these fathers will fully transition or not will
depend on our attitude towards them and how sound
our theology is. On the 15th of November, 2013, I

younger generation (I) and Bishop David Oyedepo.

G

The speakers were to speak in that order and were

not.”

present in the auditorium at the same time. Pa

I think one of the greatest

Elton's session was characterized by a strong

fuels in times of waiting

atmosphere of repentance. When it came to my turn

is hope. Hope keeps you

to preach, I noticed I was battling with certain

going when all others think you are crazy. And our

unresolved issues about the errors of the Fathers

loving father preserves this hope by showing us

and saw that as a platform to 'change ' them.

what is to come.

Because I couldn't love and value the Fathers, my

The

utterance shutdown. As I continued struggling,

enthusiasm. We were sure we were close to hitting

another microphone supernaturally appeared in

something even though we weren't certain what it

Bishop Oyedepo's hands. He took over the service

was. And so the prayers continued with strong

while I left the stage uncelebrated. I woke up from

groanings,

this dream disturbed, feeling that I missed a major

sermons. After the Monday round which ended by

opportunity. As I further sought God on this, these

6am on Tuesday, we were beginning to leave when a

thoughts came to me,“The Fathers have a testimony

brother who was part of the meetings but had

of faithfulness in serving God's purpose in their

missed that night came narrating an encounter he

generation. The authority they wield is by being

had overnight. He spoke of how he met with Jesus

faithful. The generation that will carry greater

and saw and heard awesome things in heaven.

authority must desist from attitudes and mind-sets

Jesus spoke to him about many things including the

that reduce authority and be clothed with humility.

campus. He said heaven was happy with our praying

had a dream. Bishop Wale Oke organized a meeting
in which He featured Pa Elton, Someone from the

alatians 6:9,“And let
us not be weary in
well doing: for in due

season we shall reap, if we faint

second

week

was

passionate

greeted

worship

with

and

much

inspiring

and wanted us to do much more. Jesus showed him
the state of the campus and wept. An interesting
part

of

the

experience

was

the

translation

experience he had wherein he was taken physically
to a room on campus where a couple were in the act
of immorality. They saw him and ran out of the
room. He vanished again from their sight. This was
the second translation experience we recorded.
Many more were to come as the days went by. Just
hearing that Jesus had taken note of our labour and
was proud of us was another fresh push in the spirit.
The next night, as we prayed and worshiped, the

spirit of prophecy fell on particular people. One was

session of that week. Very early on Friday morning

a sister and the other was a brother. The sister spoke

while we were listening to an exhortation on faith,

God's mind concerning several things and these

angels appeared in the sky and could be seen by

were phone recorded. The brother's experience

everyone. The clouds took the form of multiplied

however was more dramatic because his hands

tongues of fire, the clouds gathered again and took

began to burn. He was given a mantle and was

the form of a throne and later on a crown. As we

instructed to impart three people with it. Being new

beheld these sights, the power hit us all. I've never

to the whole experience, he began acting weirdly as

felt God's power that way before because it was as

he wanted to get rid of the heat. Until he had

though I was inside a river of electricity that I could

imparted all three the fire wasn't going to stop

literally feel. The meeting was disrupted for about

burning on his hands and head. The effect of the fire

45mins as people began breaking into individual

was so much that he began to pour sachets of pure

encounters. We gathered again together and

water on his hands and head. This went on for

decided to go to every hall to speak of Jesus, and off

45mins. Two of the people had received the

we went at about 5am. I clearly remember

impartation by this time. The last person wasn't in

someone who tried to touch me that morning and

the meeting. We know because he saw the name of

got electrocuted. It was just amazing! By the next

the person and began crying that we should contact

day, the news had gone round and many more

her to come and receive hers immediately. Anyway

people came to see what God was doing. As I'm

she eventually ran down and received her portion.

writing this, I can still feel the atmosphere of some

One interesting thing that happened was when this

of the meetings and it is causing me to hunger again

brother stood by one of the pillars. His head began

afresh for more of His reality.

to smoke. Believe it when I say smoke began

(To Be Continued.......)

coming out from the top of his head. Some persons

In the next and final account, I will highlight some

touched it and felt it electrocute them. A particular

of

brother put his hand to feel it and was knocked down

experiences

by power and began immediately prophesying.

finance,translations,power

Interestingly we realised later that he quoted

assistance, and so on. It's been two years now and

scriptures he had no previous knowledge of. The

the offshoots of the meetings have not stopped.

brother with the fire experience was never to remain

Nobody

the same again as he started seeing very clearly and

encounter with Yahweh. Child of God, anything is

at such a rate that he had to rush to the school gate

possible...

the

most

unbelievable

remains

ranging

the

testimonies
from

miracle

evangelism,

same

after

and

a

angelic

definite

to get a note book to write all he was seeing and
hearing. He was so overwhelmed by the experience
that he began to cry and ask what will become of
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him. A question I sincerely couldn't answer at the
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moment. I heard later that the smoke thing
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occurred again while he followed his fellowship for
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evangelism. It was clear to see in the bright
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afternoon. I believe this was just a tip of the iceberg
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as believers will soon be seen walking around with
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fire literally on their heads.
The experience that shook us the most was the
corporate baptism that took place on the Thursday
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